FINAL DESIGNS

for

Sample Customer
Pune
Design Request # FPUN1002
YOUR PREFERENCES

STYLE: CONTEMPORARY
COLOR: BALANCED
BUDGET: STANDARD
TYPE: 2BHK
PRODUCTS USED IN LIVING DINING

1. ONE-SEATER SOFA
2. L SHAPE
3. SIDE TABLE
4. TABLE LAMP
5. T V UNIT
6. PAINTING
7. CENTER TABLE
8. WALLPAPER
9. CEILING LAMP
10. DINING
PRODUCTS USED IN KITCHEN

MERINO LAMINATE 22109 HGL
DESIGN NAME
Pearl Black
RANGE
Solid
COLOUR/TEXTURE
Grey

MERINO LAMINATE 14530 HGL
DESIGN NAME
Tropical Walnut
RANGE
Woodgrain
COLOUR/TEXTURE
Walnut
MASTER BEDROOM – VIEW 2

TERRACE BELOW

MASTER BED
12'0" x 14'7"
PRODUCTS USED IN MASTER BEDROOM

1. WARDROBE
2. CARPET
3. WALLAPPER
4. TERRACE BELOW
5. CEILING LIGHT
6. BED
7. TV UNIT